[Optimised neuro-psychological tests on different stages of dementia diagnostics].
We postulated three level of dementia diagnostics: the general practitioner, the neuro-psychiatrist and the memory clinic. For each level, definite diagnostic questions were defined as the main diagnostic focus. The aim was to establish a staged process in dementia diagnostics, proposing for each diagnostic level a specific test battery suitable for the respective diagnostic focus. On each level, the test battery can be supplemented by other tests proposed on the subsequent diagnostic level. 159 patients were examined clinically, neuropsychologically, and neuroradiologically. Discriminant analyses were computed to find out which tests out of a comprehensive test battery are most suitable in differentiating between several diagnostic groups. The diagnostic accuracy of the test batteries proposed for general practitioners and neuro-psychiatrists were maximally 3 % below that of the complete test battery which we suggest for memory clinics. Depending on the diagnostic level, a definite short form of a comprehensive test battery can be implemented without unacceptably reducing diagnostic accuracy.